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A swashbuckling narrative of treachery and obsession involving pirates, fur seals, competing
governments, and near war."In Roar of the Sea, [Deb Vanasse] writes with verve and dramatic
impact, reconstructing the narrative of Elliott's tenacious crusade in a way that will transport the
reader back to the cacophonous seal rookeries, to the bloody, blubber-slicked decks of the
sealing ships, and to the elegant meeting rooms of the nation's capital. While bringing deserved
attention to Elliott for his wildlife conservation work in the late 19th and early 20th centuries,
Vanasse ends with a sobering challenge: those seal rookeries on the Pribilof Islands are now
facing new human-caused threats—and could use 21st century advocates."—The Daily
Astorian/Coast Weekend"Now comes a fascinating, full history of the fur seal story, pitting artist
and advocate Henry Wood Elliott against the most famous of the seal pirates, a man named
Alex MacLean, and a whole host of ill-informed and corrupt business and political titans. Deb
Vanasse, a former Alaskan who now lives in Oregon and is the author of many previous books—
including Wealth Woman, about the Klondike gold rush—has done extensive research to
illuminate the historical characters, the difficulties of reaching an international agreement to
protect wildlife, and the significance of that treaty today."—Anchorage Daily NewsOver a century
ago, treachery in Alaska's Bering Sea twice brought the world to the brink of war. The US seized
Canadian vessels, Great Britain positioned warships to strike the US, and Americans killed
Japanese pirates on US soil—all because of the northern fur seals crowded together on the tiny
Pribilof Islands.The herd's population plummeted from 4.7 million to 940,000 in the span of eight
years while notorious seafarers like Alex MacLean (who inspired Jack London's The Sea-Wolf)
poached indiscriminately. Enter an unlikely crusader to defend the seals: self-taught artist and
naturalist Henry Wood Elliott, whose zeal and love for the animals inspired him to go against all
odds and take on titans of the sea.Winning seemed impossible, and yet Elliott managed to
expose corruption and set the course for modern wildlife protections that are all the more
relevant today as the world grapples with mass extinction.Carefully written and researched, Roar
of the Sea reveals the incredible hidden history of how one lone activist existing in the margins
prevailed against national governments and corporate interests in the name of wildlife
conservation.

"Roar of the Sea vividly recreates one of the earliest battles between commerce and
conservation: the struggle over the fate of the Pribilof Islands fur seals, once considered
'America's most valuable wildlife.' In this engrossing and timely book, Deb Vanasse shows how
ego, ambition, and misinformation can collide with good science to the detriment of all—a
lesson the world apparently still needs to learn."—Gary Krist, author of The Mirage Factory and
Empire of Sin"Deftly told, Roar of the Sea is a tale of both historical importance and



contemporary urgency. More than a hundred years ago in the remote Bering Sea, fur seals
lurched toward extinction amidst an international culture of greed, piracy, and unconscionable
brutality. Their only hope was a fiery naturalist who dared to stand up against the powers of his
time. From the remarkable facts of life on a pair of far-flung islands to the perils of taking too
much, this book teaches and transports, offering a poignant story of resistance that resonates
today."—Caroline Van Hemert, biologist and author of The Sun is a Compass"The men who
backed wholesale slaughter, the policy makers who argued that killing seals was the only way to
save them, a sailing outlaw, and a naturalist whose self-sacrifice and persistence prevented an
unnecessary extinction—it's all part of Deb Vanasse's wonderful Roar of the Sea, a detailed
history important to all of us who love Alaska and the sea, who believe in conservation, and who
look to the past to better understand the complexities of our modern world."—Bill Streever,
biologist and best-selling author of Cold and In Oceans Deep"Roar of the Sea is a full-sail ride—
brightly written and meticulously researched—about pirates, plunder, and a self-taught naturalist
who challenged the onslaught to save a species of seals on a remote pair of islands in a distant
sea. The world is made better by inspiring stories like this. Bravo, Deb Vanasse."—Kim Heacox,
author of The Only Kayak and Jimmy Bluefeather"With dashing antiheroes, swashbuckling
pirates, and adventures at sea, this vivid book is a rarity—an important piece of nonfiction
chronicling a treacherous bit of history that reads like a keep-you-up-all-night page-turner.
Vanasse is a gem."—C.B. Bernard, author of Chasing Alaska: A Portrait of the Last Frontier Then
and Now--This text refers to the hardcover edition.About the AuthorDeb Vanasse is an author of
novels, nonfiction books, and children’s books, as well as a reporter, historian, and the co-
founder of the Alaska statewide writing center 49 Writers. Deb’s writing has been published in
Alaska Magazine, and she has been interviewed by the Globe and Mail and CBC radio. She has
given lectures for the National Park Service and several museums among other programs. For
several years Deb lived in the Alaskan bush, and she has spent time on the Pribilof Islands. She
currently lives in Oregon. --This text refers to the hardcover edition.
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wind ripples the waters of the Bering Sea. Even so, a woolly fog presses in, a gray wall obscuring
all landmarks. The cool, moist air hints of a winter that is never far off. Though the sun shines
some twenty hours a day at this latitude, it only rarely burns through the fog, asserting its
presence mostly through an eerie glow in the gloom.This is midsummer in the Bering Sea.Long
ago, ice crept south from the Arctic and this sea parted. Grasses bent in the wind where crabs
once crawled the ocean floor, and mammoths lumbered where pollock once fed. From Asia,
humans crossed into the Americas over what would become known as the Bering Land
Bridge.Then the ice age ended and the sea rose, reclaiming what it had lost. Of a swath of land



the size of Australia, only a few small islands remained. Wild, treeless, and storm-battered, they
teem unexpectedly with life. Yet the scent of death also wafts from these remote Bering Sea
islands. On the killing fields, spilled blood nourishes the grasses, causing them to grow far
greener than they otherwise would.Tacking toward the largest of these islands, known
collectively as the Pribilofs, is the Acapulco, with Captain Alex MacLean in command. In the fog,
he navigates by sound. Louder even than the raucous cries of gulls that nest in the island’s
coves and cliffs is the bleating and snuffling and barking and roaring of thousands upon
thousands of fur seals, Callorhinus ursinus. No one is quite sure what draws the seals to these
islands, but what lures MacLean here could not be clearer. The seals are worth money. Lots of
money.A tall, handsome Nova Scotian of Gaelic descent, MacLean has broad shoulders, a trim
waist, and blue-gray eyes that during good times sparkle with humor. His eyes are not sparkling
now. By edict of the United States, which owns the Pribilofs, seal hunters are not allowed within
three miles of these islands. But MacLean has no use for the law. Edging his wooden schooner
toward shore, he is a wanted man, the world’s most notorious seal pirate. Both hunter and
hunted, he stands accused of offenses that are pushing the world’s most powerful nations to the
brink of war.In the mercenary migrations he makes summer after summer, MacLean affirms his
roguish reputation. On the waterfront, tales travel from saloon to saloon—accounts of shipboard
fistfights and errant crew left to starve in some of the world’s most forlorn places. He knows the
authorities are after him, knows that if officials spot his ship, their government revenue cutters
can overtake him with their steam engines no matter how hard he drives the sail. Wickedly,
feloniously, and corruptly conspiring against the United States—these are the official charges
against him. The authorities have already apprehended his landlubbing associates, wealthy
businessmen all.But seal fur prices are skyrocketing, and MacLean is adept at skirting the law.
The world is watching, thanks to a young upstart novelist named Jack London who used
MacLean as the prototype for the brilliant and ruthless protagonist of his bestselling novel The
Sea-Wolf. Hoping to avoid recognition, MacLean has registered his vessel in Mexico and has
forced his crew members to feign Mexican citizenship. Formerly the Carmencita, the wooden
schooner salvaged from a California creek now sails as the Acapulco under the command of
“Captain Alexander Woodside,” known to his crew as Alex MacLean.Beyond these measures,
the pirate trusts in the sea. As London says, a true sailor like MacLean has salt is in his bones,
salt in his nostrils. The waters call to him. So do the profits he stands to make from the seals. Yet
for all the precautions, for all the bravado, MacLean is unusually skittish this year. Braving spring
storms that roiled the sea into swells as high as the mizzenmast, the newly christened Acapulco
wove northward like a drunken sailor. Stopping at Clayoquot Sound, on the west side of
Vancouver Island, MacLean had ordered his entire crew off the boat, saying he wanted nothing
more to do with the lot of them. Hours later, he fetched them from a saloon, hauling them off in
irons to re-man the ship, as if the whole thing had been their idea.As the Acapulco continued
along the Alaskan coast, MacLean had hunted down newspapers so he could read what they
published about him. One account had him scratching the shrouds (ropes supporting the masts)



in the middle of the Pacific, whistling for a wind and laughing at whatever gales rose to meet him.
Another posed a series of tantalizing questions: Pursued by revenue cutters whose captains
were charged with his capture, would the real MacLean prove himself the equal of the fearsome
pirate of London’s story? Would he fight to the finish? Or would he capitulate, taking the Sea-
Wolf’s reputation down with him?Sailing fast with the wind, MacLean now reaches the Pribilof
Islands. Following the few hours of northern twilight, what sailors call “seal fog” has turned
several shades lighter, the only evidence of sunrise. Somewhere in the fog, MacLean knows the
crew of the American revenue cutter Corwin is tracking him. But the pirate has weathered storm
and sea to get here, and he is not about to leave without procuring what he came for. He orders
the butcher boats readied with casks of water, seal clubs, and rifles. One by one, he lowers them
into the sea.Cocooned in gray light, the seal hunters appear to one another as dark shapes
rowing in grim silence. Perhaps due to the hefty stash of liquor MacLean famously keeps aboard
ship, these seal hunters are some of the same waterfront bums, jailbirds, and drunk men who
sign on with him year after year. The hazards are many. Separated from the mother ship, a
disoriented crew can easily drift into the open sea, never to be seen again. And though summer
is at its peak, these waters are only a few degrees above freezing. If a man falls overboard, his
limbs will hang dull and heavy within minutes, unresponsive despite his desperate need to move
them. An hour, tops, and he will be gone, swallowed up by the waves.The hunters will shoot
whatever seals they can spot bobbing in the water, never mind that most of the carcasses will
sink before they can be retrieved. After that, they will attempt a land raid, hoping the greased
cloths they have wrapped around their oarlocks will allow them to reach shore without the
Unangax guards knowing—if they can find the shore through the fog. The seals, crowded onto
their island breeding grounds, are easy pickings. It helps that only a small contingent of guards,
in servitude to a company that profits from a twenty-year government lease on the islands,
protects the rookeries from shore. The land, the seals, and the Indigenous people—all are
deemed United States property, and all are now threatened by MacLean and his pirates.Then,
unexpectedly, the air lightens. Sunshine pierces the sky, the fog shifting into tendrils that curl like
cats’ tails around the men’s weathered faces and their thick arms. Ahead lies the island. They
will make land, do their bloody work, and get the hell out.A SEAL SWIMS NEAR ONE OF THE
BUTCHER BOATS. In these frigid waters, her remarkably dense fur of three hundred thousand
hairs per square inch keeps her warm. To the pirates, this matka, as Russian traders called cow
seals, is nothing but a fur pelt to be stacked belowdecks, then shipped off to London to be
stitched into a coat.Hundreds of miles from the mainland, shrouded in nearly perpetual fog, the
matka’s Pribilof breeding grounds were for millions of years one of the earth’s best-kept secrets.
But fueled by the eighteenth century’s lust for furs, a Russian trading captain steered his frigate
toward the din of the seals, and the game was up. After the Russians, the Americans took
charge of the islands, slaughtering seals by the millions. As it stands in 1905, the United States
has recouped the entire $7.2 million it paid for Alaska in 1867, and then some, from tariffs
collected on the sales of Pribilof seal pelts. The matka is, quite literally, a cash cow. Trouble from



the Pribilof Islands—entangled interests leading to scandals and threats of war—has spread
across five nations. The most recent president to inherit the Pribilof fur seal problem,
conservationist Teddy Roosevelt, considers that killing every last seal may be the only
solution.The matka, of course, knows nothing of the international wrangling over her kind. She
has been at sea for five days, a necessary foray to replenish her supply of rich, warm milk for her
pup. To reach the undersea shelf where great schools of pollock and anchovies lurk, she has
swum hundreds of miles, propelled by flippers larger and stronger than those of any other
pinniped. By night, she makes shallow dives, relying on her keen eyesight to locate the fish that
she eagerly consumes. By day, she dives deeper, feasting on squid. When exhausted by these
pursuits, she bobs on the waves, holding both her rear flippers and one front flipper above the
water, resting in a way that exposes her white whiskers to the brisk air. Her flippers are
imminently practical, but her large, close-set eyes and her short snout—the genera Callorhinus
means “beautiful nose”—are her most endearing features.Like the migratory birds that nest by
the millions on the Pribilofs, the matka’s ties to the islands run deep. She is not choosy about
which bull seals she mates with, but she has a strong affinity for the tiny patch of land to which
she has returned every summer since birth. Now that she has nourished herself, she must reach
the shore and feed her own young pup. If she fails to, he will die, as no other matka will feed
him.Ten years in these waters, and so far she has beaten the odds. In theory, she should live for
a quarter-century or more, but the zealous harvesting of fur seal pelts has shortened her
species’ average life span to four years. Only three decades ago, the Pribilof fur seal population
was close to five million strong. Now the matka’s species is a dying breed—and her
circumstances are about to worsen.If she survives both the hazards of the day and the hazards
of the season, she will venture south in autumn, riding ocean currents through Unimak Pass,
following the western coastlines of Canada and the United States to the warmer waters of
central California. There, she will gobble herring and hake, nourishing not only herself but the
pup that gestates within her. Like every matka, she has been pregnant for all but a few days of
her adult life. Two days after giving birth, a beachmaster, one of the big breeding bulls five times
her size, impregnated her again.Amid the screeching gulls and pounding surf and roaring seals,
the matka picks out the bleating of her most recent pup, born weeks ago. During her pup’s first
days on earth, she memorized the modulations of his voice. If she escapes MacLean’s hunters,
she will remember the sound for years to come, long after she and the pup have separated. In no
other species, save humans, do mother and young recognize one another’s vocalizations for
such a long time.Attentive to the pup’s bleating, the matka notes an unfamiliar sound while
bobbing in the waves. Not the splashing of other matkas plunging from shore to feed, but a
shallow, rhythmic splashing. By nature, the matka is curious, but she hangs back, watching and
listening, enveloped in fog, which remains as much in residence here as the plentiful birds, fish,
invertebrates, and marine mammals drawn to the Bering Sea’s nutrient-rich waters.Pop. Pop.
Pop. Closing her nostrils, the matka dips beneath the waves. Compared to the beachmasters
who bellow from shore, she is sleek and lithe, maneuvering with grace. Sluicing through the



water, she hears the clicking of another matka, also alarmed. Her heartbeat slows, prolonging
her capacity to stay underwater and elude danger. One minute, two minutes, then three. She
pokes her face from the water to the burnt smell of gunpowder. From the butcher boat skimming
through the fog, MacLean’s hunters take turns shooting and rowing, rowing and
shooting.Hearing the flurry of shots, the matka plunges back in the sea, thrusting into waters that
press her whiskers to her face, diving three hundred feet deep. Swimming hard and fast, she
generates heat that dissipates through the hairless skin of her flippers. This is where she is most
at home, in the water, swimming wild and free.But her pup needs her, and so she pushes up, up,
up with her flippers until her beautiful nose breaks the surface of the waves, the silver fur of her
throat glistening. From the butcher boat, one of MacLean’s men spots her. Pop. Pop. Pop. Lead
balls hit the water to her left, to her right. Among tendrils of fog, gulls wheel and scream. Ahead
is the island, an ancient basalt formation rising out of the sea. Perched on the rocks, the matka’s
pup protests his hunger.She presses toward shore. Making ground at last, she hoists herself up
and out of the sea. By her front flippers, she drags herself over the black sand beach, her back
bent like a bow, her head low to the ground. The vestiges of her land-mammal ancestors serve
her well, her flippers working almost like legs to enable her to propel herself faster than a human
can run.Shuffling past hordes of bachelors and beachmasters and other matkas, she locates her
hungry pup. He bleats a welcome, then curls into her, latching onto a teat. For the moment, they
are safe.OTHERS WILL NOT BE SO LUCKY. A reign of terror is mounting. By summer’s end, the
pirates will have slain tens of thousands of seals. MacLean, it seems, is unstoppable.Or he
would be, if not for a self-appointed savior to the seals. More doer than thinker, artist and
naturalist Henry Wood Elliott is every bit as contentious as his adversaries, of which he has
many. In the halls of Congress, in the press, and in the White House, Elliott confronts pirates of
all stripes, including corporate executives and corrupt government officials. Alex MacLean, at
least, is forthright in his profiteering.In America’s burgeoning conservation movement, Elliott is
an outlier, an accidental activist who is neither sportsman, seeker, nor wealthy elitist. Born in
1846, he grew up with his nation. During the turbulent Civil War years, he found refuge at the
Smithsonian, an institution as nascent as the naturalists it trained. As the war ended and the
nation pressed westward, it became clear how little the country’s scientists, let alone its ordinary
citizens, knew of the Western territories it claimed. Elliott joined a cohort of budding scientists
who aimed to study and classify America’s flora and fauna specimen by specimen.On the
Pribilofs, also called the Seal Islands, Elliott found himself far from his Ohio home. Trekking
among throngs of seals, he learned by watching and sketching and making notes. Thirty-three
years later, he now speaks with such authority on seals that people have taken to addressing
him as “Professor Elliott,” though he has not even a high school diploma, much less a university
affiliation.An artist, he paints in the tradition of the American romantics, capturing the essence of
large, luminous landscapes that dwarf human figures. But his approach to wildlife is practical.
Advocating for the seals, he confronts the excesses of an era ridden with greed. As with the
emerging field of natural history, and as with America itself, the evolution toward his calling has



been jagged and sometimes painful. Driven by an unwavering commitment to speaking truth,
Elliott has become something of a force of nature himself, at turns diplomatic and brash. Though
witty and self-deprecating, he lashes out at all who threaten his findings, his reputation, and the
seals he feels called to protect.In his quest to save the matka and her kind, Elliott suffers setback
after setback. Wealthy, credentialed opponents attack him at every turn. Turned out from his
government work, he is bleeding assets and can scarcely support his ten children. In the end, he
will make history, but history will spurn him. Still, his tenacity will set a course for wildlife
protections that will one day save species the world over.PART ONE1886 – 1896For a man to
have an ideal in this world, for a man to know what an ideal is, this is also to have lived.—Gerald
Stanley LeeONETHE MAKING OF A PIRATEWAFTING FROM THE HARBOR OF Victoria,
British Columbia, the salt-scented breeze held the promise of spring, and with spring came
cash. Thanks to the sealing fleet, the town was booming. In Bastion Square, workers were
tearing down the gallows of a notorious hanging judge so they could construct a new concrete
courthouse atop the plot of ground where the criminals were buried. Down the street, Alex
MacLean’s good friend Tommy Burnes was building a fancy red-brick, Italianate-style hotel,
where he would rent rooms by the hour to prostitutes and their clientele.Behind this new project
stood the American Hotel, a simple wood-sided structure also owned by Burnes. Beyond the
swinging doors of the American’s saloon, a merry crowd belted out lines from a popular song:He
was a pal of mine, he shared my hopes and fears: But, oh, for the scenes that fancy brings back
from those golden years.On this night, Alex MacLean and his brother Dan were buying five-cent
beers all around. None would leave thirsty. In the morning, their crews would assemble at the
docks, each MacLean brother at the helm of a separate vessel. Following the fur seals on their
northward migration to the Pribilofs, they would battle the elements, the US Revenue Service,
and one another for bragging rights to the biggest catch of the season. Belowdecks, each
schooner would carry an ample stash of whiskey, an enticement to sailors who understood the
brutal work ahead.Originally of Cape Breton Island, Nova Scotia, the MacLeans were Gaels, a
people descended from pirates. As far back as the third century CE, these “Scotti,” as the
Romans called them, raided Britannia by sea. Driven from their Highland homes after a series of
uprisings, many from clan MacLean emigrated to Nova Scotia, or “New Scotland,” in the late
eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries. Among these was Alex and Dan MacLean’s
grandfather, who farmed a two-hundred-acre parcel in the East Bay region of Cape Breton
Island.If Nova Scotia is shaped like a torch held off Canada’s eastern seaboard, Cape Breton
forms its flame, separated from Nova Scotia’s main island by the Strait of Canso. Burning blue
near the center of Cape Breton is Bras d’Or, a large inland sea. Nearby, the MacLean family farm
occupied land the Mi’kmaq had once used to portage between the East Bay of Bras d’Or and
the Sydney River, which leads directly to the Atlantic Ocean. A green jewel of an island with
some of the world’s most dramatic coastline, Cape Breton evokes the Scottish Isles. In this new
land, Gaelic culture thrived among the tight-knit MacLeans, who were renowned for fighting and
seafaring. In story, song, and dance, they retained a strong sense of heritage.But all was not



paradise. Within decades of the MacLeans’ arriving from Scotland, a potato blight and a wheat
fly infestation struck Cape Breton. Some left the island, but Alex and Dan MacLean’s parents
stayed on, working the family farm. Then, only months after Alex was born in 1858, his father
died, leaving the boys’ mother with six children to raise.At nineteen, Dan went to sea, shipping
out from nearby Sydney harbor. Nine years his junior, Alex stayed behind, working the farm, but
the sea called to him as well. At fifteen, he began crewing fishing boats, joining other Bluenoses,
as Cape Breton islanders were called. Some say the moniker derived from a blue-ended potato
grown on the island, others that it came from the stain local fishermen got from wiping their
noses on knitted blue mitts. No matter the term’s origins, locals took pride in what was intended
as derision.Bluenose captains had a reputation for manhandling their crews to get more work
out of fewer men. They also earned a reputation as splendid seamen. Many crewed on American
fishing boats, earning partial shares of the catch. In his younger days, Alex gained experience on
both steamers and schooners, sailing out of Boston, Philadelphia, and Baltimore. But his
passion was for the sail. Crossing the Atlantic, he favored the bustling port of Liverpool, England,
the unofficial refuge of the American Confederate Navy during the Civil War. Closer to home, he
fished for mackerel and laid telegraph cable out of Halifax on the main island of Nova Scotia.In
port, Cape Bretoners prodigiously spent their earnings. Men with names like Wild Archie and
John the Weasel staggered from one saloon to the next, undeterred by the hefty fines intended
to discourage their raucous behavior. One night in January 1879, twenty-one-year-old Alex
MacLean left his boat without his captain’s permission, intent on joining the fun. When he
returned, a watchman confronted him, an affront that Alex answered with his fists. Arrested on
charges of assault, he spent the next five days in jail.A few months later, Alex signed on with the
Santa Clara, a magnificent 1,535-ton, full-rigged clipper under the command of one of the most
esteemed captains in the California trade. After six months’ journey around Cape Horn, the ship
reached San Francisco, a city that had grown quickly following the California gold rush. The fog-
shrouded hills were much like the landscape Alex had left behind in Cape Breton, but on the
streets he encountered a mélange of people and languages. As cosmopolitan as New York City,
three-quarters of San Francisco’s residents were either first- or second-generation immigrants
from countries including France, Germany, Italy, Greece, Spain, Finland, Portugal, Norway,
Japan, and China.Alex quickly became familiar with the town’s Barbary Coast district, where
every other building was a saloon with a lusty name such as The Bull’s Run and The Cock of the
Walk. Under the glow of gaslights, the discordant sounds of cursing, drunken laughter, and
pianos, banjoes, and bagpipes filled the alleys and streets. From the doorways of red-curtained
dens of inequity, women beckoned to miners, farmhands, and sailors. Down passageways
hidden from the law, cigar-smoking gamblers pressed their luck at cards. Lured by women and
drink, greenhorns risked being shanghaied from the Barbary Coast. When drugged or passed
out, the unlucky ones were sometimes taken aboard ships where crews were lacking. When they
came to, the vessels would have already set sail. For his part, Alex was far too savvy for such a
fate. Besides, he went willingly to sea, though he would return to San Francisco often, enjoying



the excitements of the city’s netherworld.In 1880, Alex joined up with his brother Dan, who had
also come west, and together they ventured north to Victoria, British Columbia, a major stopping
point for London-bound ships. Founded on an ancient Indigenous trading site and, later, a
Hudson Bay fort, Victoria rivaled San Francisco in both wealth and squalor. Like San Francisco,
Victoria boasted a thriving uptown district that was worlds apart from its seamy waterfront of
saloons, opium dens, and brothels. Again, the MacLean brothers preferred the more raucous
districts where the men—and the women—were wild and free.When the MacLeans arrived in
Victoria, pelagic sealing—seal hunting in the open sea—was a small but growing industry,
pursued mostly by independent traders of Scottish descent using Indigenous crews. Initially,
these operations were locally financed, often by the traders themselves. Because they
purchased dried sealskins from Indigenous hunters, traders in villages along the west coast of
Vancouver Island were well aware of the fur seals’ migrations and had already begun turning
profits from them. Among the best known of these traders was James Warren, hailing from the
Canadian province of Prince Edward Island, a Gaelic enclave north of Cape Breton. In the
Thornton, a schooner that would figure prominently in the international conflict over the Pribilof
seals, Warren sailed between Indigenous villages along Vancouver Island’s west coast, trading
booze for furs. At one point, he was apprehended for smuggling gin and rum and did time in jail.
Upon release, he then led a gunfight in which fifteen Indigenous men were killed.Dodging
murder charges, Warren managed to entice a different Indigenous group of Vancouver Island
people, the Nuu-chah-nulth, to hire out their experienced seal hunters to the Thornton. Hunting
from canoes, the Nuu-chah-nulth were adept at killing fur seals migrating north to the Pribilofs.
Traditionally, they killed seals for both the skins, which they fashioned into clothing, and the
meat. When traders began clamoring for seal pelts, the hunters sold them the surplus.Sealing
ventures could be risky, especially when spring storms blew in. In 1875, one such storm
swamped seventy canoes, killing a hundred Nuu-chah-nulth. Warren proposed an approach that
had the potential to save lives while increasing his profits. He loaded Nuu-chah-nulth hunters
and their cedar canoes onto the Thornton and set sail. Each morning, he lowered the canoes
and the hunters over the side of his ship. While migrating, fur seals feed mostly at night and
sleep by day, afloat on the water. For the experienced Nuu-chah-nulth hunters and their
harpoons, the sleeping seals were easy targets.The fact that Warren and other traders were
already well established in pelagic sealing weakens Dan MacLean’s claim that he and Alex took
up sealing rather by accident. By Dan’s account, he spent eighteen months sailing the coasts of
British Columbia and Alaska in a seven-ton sloop called the Flyaway. Along the way, he claimed
to have discovered both gold and coal. In addition, he said he came up with the idea of going
after seals simply because he used to see them bobbing in the water.Back home in Cape
Breton, folks loved a good story. Many might have believed that a sailor could cruise along the
Alaska coast and happen upon gold and coal. But those familiar with prospecting in the West
knew such discoveries required a good deal of overland trekking—and even then, the odds of
success were slim. Successful prospectors also filed claims, and Dan MacLean never had any



to show. There was also the question of how Dan had financed what amounted to a pleasure
cruise. A seven-ton sloop is a small craft, unsuited to the commercial transport of passengers or
cargo. However, such boats were perfect for smuggling whiskey into Indigenous villages.
Smuggling was exactly the sort of venture that would have aligned Dan with men like Warren,
who was making a tidy sum off migrating seals.Compared to Dan, Alex had a rather dull time in
his early days on the West Coast. He crewed aboard a Fraser River sternwheeler, then helped
lay telegraph cable from aboard a Canadian revenue cutter. These were only temporary gigs.
Whether by smuggling or prearrangement with a San Francisco investor eager to cash in on the
fur seal trade, Dan and Alex acquired sufficient funds to travel from Victoria back to the East
Coast in the fall of 1882. Alex later said he had simply wanted to take a trip, but the brothers
seemed to have had some plan in mind, because they stopped in Boston on their way to Nova
Scotia and gave up their British citizenship to become Americans. Neither ever explained why
they made the switch, but it did position them nicely for encroaching on the Pribilofs, where
foreigners were decidedly unwelcome.The following spring, the MacLean brothers were back on
the West Coast. From San Francisco, they set sail on what would be their first sealing venture
aboard a nearly new forty-eight-ton schooner, the City of San Diego. American investors who
financed ventures deemed piracy by their own government were understandably more secretive
than their Canadian counterparts. In all likelihood, the 1883 voyage of the City of San Diego was
financed at least in part by San Francisco furrier Herman Liebes, who would become a key
figure in international wrangling over the seals.On this voyage, Dan MacLean advanced several
paygrades, from sloop runner to co-captain of the vessel. Alex was the ship’s navigator. The
other co-captain, James Cathcart, had run a similar operation in the region the previous year,
one apparently funded by Liebes. Instead of harpoons and cedar canoes, Cathcart’s hunters
used guns and rowboats, following the seals not just along Vancouver Island but all the way
north to the Pribilofs. Most pelagic sealing was done farther south, as the United States objected
to seals being hunted in the Bering Sea, waters they claimed as their own. As a result, the City of
San Diego had the northern sea mostly to itself that summer.At dawn, the crew would lower
armed hunters in butcher boats into the waves. Doing double-duty as a puller, or oarsman, Alex
manned one of these boats. Spreading out in different directions, the hunters would approach
sleeping seals from the leeward side. At a distance of thirty to forty feet, they would begin to
shoot. Many of the seals would sink before the hunters could retrieve them. Others would swim
away, wounded. In the end, whatever seals the hunters salvaged, they skinned immediately, the
pelts being lighter than the whole animal for transport.Toward summer’s end, the City of San
Diego tracked the seals as they migrated south. When they reached Victoria, Dan and his co-
captain brought the ship into port. The MacLeans were tight-lipped to officials about where they
had traveled and what they had been up to. When pressed for details, the more experienced
Cathcart said they had gone looking for whales and seals were only the bycatch. Rumors
continued to swirl about the extended voyage. Some said the MacLeans had made land raids on
the Pribilofs. Whatever the truth, the rewards were hefty—a whopping $200,000 in profits, if one



believed the scuttlebutt.After a typical spending spree in Victoria’s waterfront saloons, Alex had
enough cash left over that year to purchase a 25-percent interest in the Favorite, a Canadian
vessel from the Victoria sealing fleet. Built in 1858 of stout Douglas fir, the Favorite was a grand
schooner that carried an incredible 1,300 square feet of sail between its two masts. At the helm
in 1884, Alex MacLean transported Indigenous hunters and their canoes from Vancouver Island
all the way to the Bering Sea. Compared to white men armed with rifles, Alex found the
Indigenous people more adept with their harpoons and less expensive to feed, since they would
eat seal meat.Dan, too, bought into his own schooner. Unlike Alex, he preferred a crew of white
men with rifles. Ever competitive, the MacLean brothers wagered over which method would
generate the most profit. The result was a draw. Alex’s Indigenous crews eventually grew
unhappy with being away from home from spring until fall. Missing important months of
subsistence activities that kept their families fed and clothed, they demanded a larger share of
the profits. Alex refused, and soon both MacLeans were using mostly white men armed with
guns to hunt seals.At sea, Alex MacLean insisted his crews scrub every bit of blood and blubber
from the decks after the killing was over, but there was no wiping clean the impact his enterprise
had on the seals as a species. No matter the men or method, sealing was an ugly business.
Pursued on the high seas, yearlings made easy targets. So did matkas, migrating north in their
final months of pregnancy. The MacLeans knew full well that their men killed mostly young seals
and pregnant cows. They knew that most seals sank after being shot, ending up at the bottom of
the sea. Such practices foretold doom for the seals. But a pelt was a pelt, and the market was
booming. Extinction was inevitable, Alex admitted. In the meantime, there were profits to be
made. Like most pelagic sealers, Alex refused the label of pirate, though his accusers begged to
differ.For millennia, pirates have terrorized the seas, taking what was not theirs. Well before the
dawn of the Common Era, pirates from Crete raided Mediterranean coastal towns, capturing
women and children to sell as enslaved people. The Greek biographer Plutarch wrote of how
pirates captured Julius Caesar, then demanded as ransom a sum that Caesar complained was
only half his true worth. When confronted with the label, Alex MacLean rankled at being called a
pirate, saying he was too wise for piracy, though throughout history the term “pirate” has been
broadly applied. Renegade warriors who ransacked coastal towns, as the Vikings did during the
ninth century, were called pirates. So were privateers who attacked cargo ships. So were those
who attacked vessels at the behest of their sovereigns, as did Sir Francis Drake when Queen
Elizabeth I sent him out on the seas to harass Spanish sailors.Between roughly 1690 and 1720,
an era that became known as the Golden Age of Piracy, men including Blackbeard and Black
Bart and women including Anne Bonny and Mary Reid gained notoriety in the Atlantic and the
Caribbean, where the slave trade proffered ample goods for plunder. Many of these Golden Age
pirates began their careers the way that Sir Francis Drake had, as privateers engaged by
monarchs to attack ships belonging to enemies of the realm. When their sponsoring monarchs
settled their differences, these freewheeling mercenaries found themselves operating beyond
the law. Previously sanctioned, their theft, murder, and sinking of ships became offenses



punishable by death.While most pirates of the Golden Age met their end at the gallows, their
notoriety endured, in large part thanks to an author whose identity remains unknown. In 1724,
“Captain Charles Johnson,” as he called himself, published the swashbuckling collection A
General History of the Robberies and Murders of the most notorious Pyrates. The book sold
handsomely, inspiring the author to pen a companion volume, A Complete History of the lives &
robberies of the most Notorious Highwaymen, which included even more sensational tales. Well
over a century later, Johnson’s success inspired Robert Louis Stevenson to imagine the pirate
Long John Silver in his novel Treasure Island, released in 1883, the same year the MacLean
brothers began sealing. In the straitlaced Victorian era, such outlaws fascinated readers as they
roamed the sea, defiant and free, flaunting the rules of proper society.Alex MacLean fits the
romantic ideal of a pirate. Like pirates of the collective imagination, he was a handsome man of
rosy complexion, standing tall for his day—nearly six feet—with steely gray eyes. While the
infamous Blackbeard was said to have twisted ribbons and even burning matches into his thick
black beard, MacLean was known for his eighteen-inch moustache, long enough for him to tie
around the back of his neck. Like pirates of legend, MacLean had escaped the troubles of his
youth by going to sea. He could be brutal, but he also had a keen sense of fair play. A natty
dresser, he was also rumored to be a fine dancer. He was said to drink and curse and read
philosophy. The latter may have been a stretch, an attribute granted to him by association with
Jack London’s fictional character Sea-Wolf. But when the real-life Sea-Wolf was called to testify
before various authorities, he did impress them as a thoughtful and well-spoken man.As is the
way with the stories of many pirates, the facts of Alex MacLean’s life tangle with the
embellishments. Once, when his crew was readying a ship for sail, Alex reportedly came aboard
in a fury. Without explanation, he ordered everyone except the first mate belowdecks. After
locking the men in their quarters, Alex lit into the first mate. Was it true that the sailor had allowed
Dan MacLean to steal Alex’s best sailors? The mate admitted he had. At that, Alex reportedly
removed his own starched shirt, hung it neatly over the ship’s rail, and began pummeling the
man with his fists. After thirty minutes of fighting, the mate said he had had enough. Having not
the slightest injury himself, Alex supposedly took the man below and gently tended to his
wounds. The mate vowed to get Alex’s men back, and the combatants celebrated their truce
with a round of drinks.Like any pirate worthy of the name, MacLean supposedly loved to ride his
ship hard through storm and gale. His code of conduct was straightforward. To punish
transgressions, he would either leave a sailor to fend for himself on a nearby island or would cast
him out to sea. If the man failed to survive, he had no one to blame but himself, MacLean
reasoned. He also had few qualms about defying maritime law. Like the Golden Age pirates who
raised the Jolly Roger, MacLean sometimes sailed under a flag of his own design. When
authorities came after him, he did his best to outrun them. When they closed in, he offloaded
illicit cargo onto other ships and feigned innocence. He also bribed guards and changed names
and nationalities to suit his purposes.In the end, the question of whether Alex MacLean
deserved to be called a pirate hinged on a key question: whether the plunder he took—the



Pribilof fur seals—were in fact government property of the United States. And at the heart of that
dilemma is the question of whether wildlife, being wild, can be owned at all.TWOBACHELORS
TO THE SLAUGHTERAS STEWARDS OF ALL THE land and sea offered up for their use, the
Unangax of the Aleutian and Pribilof Islands, like other Indigenous Peoples of the Bering Sea,
claim responsibility for, but not ownership of, wildlife. During the time the MacLeans were
plundering seals, outsiders of the colonial mindset were far more rigid in their thinking. To these
outsiders, wildlife was a resource for humans to exploit, regardless of who was first on the lands
in question. From this perspective, maritime wildlife was a literal free-for-all.On land, colonists
might push aside Indigenous Peoples, claiming territory for themselves. But beyond a nation’s
coastal waters, no one owned the open seas—not even by Western ways of reckoning—nor did
they own the creatures that swam in them. Regardless of a ship’s origin, its crew might fish
wherever they chose. They might also chase whales, an industry that thrived in the nineteenth
century. To satisfy a seemingly insatiable demand for oil and baleen, seamen in both the Atlantic
and Pacific slaughtered whales wherever they could find them, and no one accused them of
piracy.Like whales, fur seals migrate in the open ocean, well beyond national boundaries which,
under maritime law, extend only three miles from shore—the so-called “cannon-ball limit” of
distance that could be defended from land. When the seals are most vulnerable—that is, while
breeding, giving birth, and raising their pups—they crowd onto small, remote islands like the
Pribilofs. In this way, the species thrived for two million years. But no creature with the profit
potential of a fur seal can hide forever. Whalers were the first to exploit them, taking seals when
whales were scarce, beginning with the species native to the southern hemisphere. As a
commodity, fur seals were worth far less than whales to humans, but there was a market for their
pelts among the Chinese. The Chinese employed a trade secret for extracting coarse guard
hairs from seal fur, making it soft and desirable as trim for the garments of the wealthy. And
compared to running down and harpooning a whale, killing seals was easy. Crowded onto
breeding grounds off the coasts of South America and the islands of Oceania, where they had
always been safe, southern fur seals were akin to the proverbial fish in a barrel.From the coast of
South America to Australia and New Zealand and into the waters of Antarctica, whaling ships
went from island to island between 1783 and 1812, destroying whole herds of fur seals. An
experienced man could skin sixty seals in an hour, leaving the carcasses to rot. No one gave any
thought to either seal ownership or extinction, the prevailing notion being that if one’s own crew
failed to take every last seal from an island, the next crew would finish the job. From the
Galápagos, Guadeloupe, the South Shetlands, South Georgia, Alejandro Selkirk Island, the
Falklands, New Zealand, and islands in the Indian Ocean, an estimated five million seals were
killed during this thirty-year period.As southern fur seal populations plummeted, merchants
sought undiscovered breeding grounds. As with points farther north, the remote islands where
the fur seals bred were often shrouded in fog, meaning that large populations of seals might go
unnoticed. Although occasionally recorded on early maps, “phantom islands”—islands which
seemed to shimmer into view only during storms—would elude seafarers in clear weather. Still,



hunters clung to the hope that if a phantom island were to finally reveal itself, it would be
crawling with fur seals.North of the equator, far from the well-trafficked whaling and trade routes
of the central and southern Pacific, northern fur seals escaped whalers’ attention. Unwittingly,
sea otters provided a diversion for profiteers, at least for a time. At six hundred thousand hairs
per square inch, a sea otter pelt is twice as dense as a fur seal pelt, and there are no guard hairs
to extract. For these reasons, the Chinese traders preferred otter furs when they could get them,
exchanging tea and porcelain in return. With their proximity to China, Russian traders were well
positioned to exploit sea otters, which live only in the northern hemisphere. In pursuit of these
valuable furs, Russian fur hunters and traders, known as promyshlenniki, trekked across Siberia
and then traveled eastward by boat to the Aleutian chain.When Russian explorer Alexei Chirikov
first spotted the Aleutians through a bank of fog in 1741, he thought he had reached the North
American mainland. Arriving by boat four years after Chirikov, the promyshlenniki knew better.
They also knew there was good money to be made from the sea otters that frequented Aleutian
waters. But the promyshlenniki had a problem—unlike fur seals, sea otters rarely came ashore,
not even to breed or give birth. And while well versed in trapping land mammals, the Russian
traders lacked the patience and skill to pluck these nimble creatures from the sea.Their solution
was to coerce the Unangax into providing them with otter pelts. Called Aleuts by the Russians,
the Unangax were known to be experienced maritime people, reading winds and currents from
an early age, paddling kayaks through rough ocean waters, and throwing harpoons with
precision. They took virtually everything they needed to survive from the sea. Out of driftwood,
bone, and ivory, they fashioned tools and weapons. From the skins of sea otters, seals, walrus,
birds, and fish, they made clothing, containers, and bedding. From the largest skins, they
fashioned kayaks light enough to be carried by a child and fast enough to keep pace with large
sailing ships traveling ten miles per hour.Under Unangax stewardship, the rich and productive
Bering Sea ecosystem had remained stable for thousands of years. That changed in 1745, when
the Russians infused the region with their profit motive, pilfering pelts from the Unangax and
ravaging their villages. The Russians took women and children hostage, releasing them only
when Unangax hunters paid a tribute in sea otter pelts. When the Unangax attempted revolt,
they quickly discovered that weapons crafted of wood and bone were no match for Russian
firearms. A rough lot, the promyshlenniki killed Unangax men for access to their women and
burned entire Aleutian settlements when the Unangax people tried to defend themselves. In
one especially cruel incident, Russians tied twelve Unangax together and shot a musket ball
into them to see how far it would go. With that, Unangax resistance ended. Within fifty years,
the promyshlenniki killed off two-thirds of the Unangax population through homicide, disease,
and deprivation. Simultaneously, they killed off most of the Aleutian sea otters.The Russians
then turned to northern fur seals. Fur seal pelts fetched a lower price than sea otter, so they
needed a large supply. Not satisfied with the pelt numbers the Unangax had procured for them
as the seals passed by on their spring and fall migrations, the Russians sought to locate the
northern islands they’d heard the Unangax mention, teeming with seals.Because they had



traditionally taken only enough seals for their subsistence use, the Unangax had no reason to
seek out these “seal islands,” but the promyshlenniki were keenly interested in finding them. In
1786, Russian navigator Gavriil Pribylov sailed north from the Aleutians in search of these
breeding grounds. After three weeks, he spotted through the fog the smaller of the two sought-
after islands. Naming the discovery after his ship, the St. George, Pribylov left some of his crew
to spend the winter there, effectively claiming the uninhabited island for Russia. On a rare
fogless day, these men then spotted the second, larger island.To their great relief, Pribylov
returned the following year as promised. On the feast day of St. Paul, he landed on the larger
island, and so he named it St. Paul Island. Together with three tinier islands, also uninhabited, St.
Paul and St. George collectively became known as the Pribilofs. This was the hoped-for bonanza
—as it turned out, three-quarters of the world’s vast population of northern fur seals bred and
raised their young on these unlikely Pacific outcroppings. But to amass their furs, the Russians
needed a labor force. Once again, they exploited the Unangax . From the Aleutian chain nearly
three hundred miles across the sea, they relocated Unangax men to do the bloody work of
harvesting seals from their breeding grounds.Isolated from the resources and vibrant culture
they had developed on the Aleutians, the transplanted Unangax had little choice but to do the
Russians’ bidding. But as Russia expanded its hold on the lands that the Unangax called
“Alaska,” management of the remote islands proved a challenge. As evidenced by the
freewheeling promyshlenniki, the further one got from St. Petersburg, the greater the challenge
of maintaining control of the colonists. Taking stock of the situation, Russian empress Catherine
the Great assigned her nation’s fur trading interests in the New World to what eventually became
a single private entity, the Russian American Company (RAC).Even with this consolidation,
management of the Pribilof seal operation was slipshod. One year the RAC had to destroy seven
hundred thousand sealskins that they had failed to salt properly, a necessary action to preserve
the quality. There were more skins where those came from, they reasoned. Though no one
attempted a count, there appeared to be millions of Pribilof seals. Harvesting what seemed an
endless bounty, the Russians killed all ages of seals indiscriminately—pregnant and nursing
matkas, pups and yearlings, “beachmasters” (breeding males), and “bachelors” (nonbreeding
males). Before long, it became obvious that the seal population was plummeting. Realizing their
error of their ways, the Russians quit killing pups, then beachmasters, and then matkas.
Eventually, they slaughtered only the bachelor seals. Every five years, they also declared a
moratorium on all killing, giving the seal numbers a chance to rebound.To further protect their
profits, Russia made a bold declaration in 1834: because they owned the entire Bering Sea, the
fur seals that bred there belonged exclusively to them. Claims of ownership over oceans or seas,
by virtue of a concept dubbed mare clausum, were not altogether new. In Rome’s heyday, its
emperors had claimed jurisdiction over the entire Mediterranean. During the Renaissance,
Venice collected tribute from trading ships in the Adriatic. By the seventeenth century, Great
Britain had claimed much of the North Atlantic, calling it the English Sea. But whatever traction
these claims gained in their day, the prevailing principle became mare liberum, meaning “free



seas.” On this principle, the United States and other world powers rebuffed Russia’s 1834
declaration. American whalers continued to ply Bering Sea waters, though they paid little
attention to the seals.Within decades, the United States would do an about-face, making its own
mare clausum claim to the Bering Sea and using it to brand pelagic sealers, including Alex
MacLean, as pirates. The 1867 Alaska Purchase precipitated this reversal. Despite the RAC’s
improved sealing practices, Russia’s profits from their North American holdings had steadily
declined during the nineteenth century. Supplying the far-flung territory also proved problematic.
By the 1850s, the entire Alaska colony had become a liability, and Russia began looking to
offload it.With an empire that spanned the globe, Britain would have happily annexed Russian
America to its Canadian territory, but after the Crimean War, the Russians had little interest in
making a deal with a nation that had defeated them. This put the United States in a prime
negotiating position, especially since American merchants were already shipping food, clothing,
and other supplies to Russian America, the area encompassed by modern-day Alaska. The
American Civil War had interrupted diplomatic discussions over this territory, but with the war’s
end in 1865, US Secretary of State William Seward renewed his efforts to purchase the territory.
He took some ribbing in the press for his efforts to annex “Walrussia,” as reporters called it, but
whalers understood the region’s value. So did fishermen, who were impressed by the
abundance of salmon and cod in northern waters, and so did the few who knew of the lucrative
Pribilof fur seals.In 1867, Seward inked his deal, agreeing on behalf of the US to purchase
Russia’s American holdings for $7.2 million, or roughly two cents an acre. Going forward, the
Unangax word Alaska, meaning “great land,” would be used to identify the territory that
became, for all intents and purposes, an American colony. Now that the United States owned the
Pribilofs, the idea of also owning the seals had much greater appeal, and the question became
how to assert that ownership.In the aftermath of the Alaska Purchase, there was no need for
piracy on the high seas, as sealing on the Pribilof breeding grounds became a free-for-all.
Profiteers streamed north, eager for a piece of the action. Distance and geographic isolation
precluded government intervention— the Alaska territory was vast and the question of how it
should be governed was as yet unsettled. In the interim, the War Department was in charge. But
there were few rules to enforce, certainly none dealing specifically with the profits to be made
from the seals. Besides, the 150 troops stationed in faraway Sitka were themselves a lawless
bunch.It was a treacherous time for the seals and also for the Unangax , an unintended test of
Adam Smith’s notion that the free market would self-regulate. On the Pribilofs it did not, at least
not in any sustainable way. At the end of the 1868 sealing season, Captain J. W. White of the
United States Army finally made it to the Pribilofs to assess how the unregulated free market had
fared. The picture was far from pretty. Not even under the most reckless Russian rule had there
been such bloody slaughter. On St. Paul Island alone, some 250,000 seals had been killed in a
competitive frenzy among profiteers. White feared that if there were another season like this one,
the species would be wiped out. The Unangax had not fared much better—what little payment
they had received for their work had been mostly in whiskey and fancy clothes. On the spot,



White issued an edict: all killing of the seals on the islands was to cease immediately, and all
whiskey was to be rounded up and destroyed.The moratorium would last less than a year. An
East Coast entrepreneur named Hayward Hutchison, who managed to place himself in the right
place at the right time by mixing it up with the right people, saw to that. Hutchison had made his
first fortune selling stoves to the Union Army during the Civil War. Securing the financial backing
of some of San Francisco’s most well-heeled businessmen, he outmaneuvered competitors to
purchase the RAC’s trading posts, merchant vessels, and warehouses almost as soon as the
Alaska Purchase was signed. On the Pribilofs, he ingratiated himself with the Unangax by
aligning with a trusted Russian Orthodox priest and installing a well-liked Unangax foreman to
oversee the Unangax workers.Organizing as the Alaska Commercial Company (ACC),
Hutchison and his investors set out to convince Congress they should be granted a ninety-nine-
year lease on the Pribilof seal operation, an arrangement that would give them sole rights to the
seals. Aided by well-connected shareholders, Hutchison greased a fair number of palms in
Washington, DC. Failing to procure a ninety-nine-year agreement, he settled for a twenty-year,
government-sanctioned monopoly on the Pribilof seals. In exchange, the ACC agreed to turn
over a portion of their profits to the US Treasury. To the ACC, there was no question that the US
government owned the seals that they were leasing. Accordingly, company officials reasoned,
anyone who plucked seals from the water anywhere along their migration route was stealing
from them and from the government, plain and simple. From the perspective of officials who
likewise perceived a potential decline in tariffs from the sale of fur seal pelts, that made men like
Alex MacLean pirates.In 1885, MacLean’s second year of commanding his own ship, US
customs officials in San Francisco responded to ACC complaints of piracy by assigning the crew
of a revenue cutter, the Corwin, with protecting the Pribilof seals. Considering how tough it was
to locate pirates in the 772,000–square mile Bering Sea, let alone catch them, this was a lot to
ask. The Corwin already had a large and diverse set of assignments in the vast Arctic waters,
from conducting rescues and searching for lost ships to transporting explorers, delivering mail,
intercepting whiskey smugglers, and hauling criminals off to stand trial at Sitka.At the helm of the
Corwin, “Hell Roaring Mike” Healy was accustomed to doing the impossible. The son of an
enslaved African woman and her white slave master, Healy had achieved his rank by concealing
his race. Hot-tempered by nature, he had run away to sea in his youth, gradually working his way
up to the position of captain with the US Revenue Service. Cruising at up to fourteen knots an
hour under power of both steam and sail, the Corwin approached St. Paul Island at the end of
June 1885. Matkas were by then heavy with pups and hauling out of the sea by the tens of
thousands, contributing to the ruckus of beachmasters and bachelor seals that had arrived
weeks earlier. With a lookout stationed at the mast to search for pirates, Healy anchored the
Corwin offshore.By this time, MacLean and other interlopers were well aware that the ACC and
the US government were after them. Still, they kept taking seals. Sheltered by fog, they pressed
close to the islands, passing word from ship to ship about the Corwin’s location. Healy waited as
long as he could for the fog to lift, but eventually he had to pull anchor and steam north to attend



to other pressing government business. In early September, he returned. Boarding the Corwin,
the US Treasury agent assigned to the Pribilofs informed Healy that pirates from several vessels,
including MacLean’s, had killed thousands of seals that summer. The slaughter had stopped
only when the pirates had gotten word of Healy’s imminent return and sailed south to Victoria
and points beyond.Frustrated, Healy pointed out to his superiors how much revenue the pirates
were diverting from the US Treasury. He also complained that Canadian officials in Victoria were
encouraging the pilfering with claims that pelagic sealing was perfectly legal. And Healy
provided a reality check—one revenue cutter simply could not handle all that needed doing in
the Arctic. In a nod to the gravity of the seal situation, he proposed that the US Revenue Service
assign one cutter exclusively to apprehending seal pirates and another to all the other
duties.Treasury officials agreed to the plan. Given Healy’s experience in Arctic waters, he would
captain the Bear, attending to basically everything except the seals. At the helm of the Corwin
would be Charles Abbey, who had naval experience making blockades during the Civil War. In
the Bering Sea, his sole mission would be to find and catch seal pirates. In 1886, Abbey reached
St. Paul Island at about the same time Healy had the previous season, when the matkas were
hauling out and birthing their pups. But the fog was especially thick that summer, and Abbey had
trouble even finding the islands. For fifty-four of the next fifty-eight days, either fog or rain
hampered his pursuit of the pirates. He heard gunfire, so he knew the pirates were there, but in
the fog he became disoriented, and his attempts to navigate by dead reckoning proved
futile.After much frustration, Abbey finally tracked down the San Diego, a schooner owned in
part by James Cathcart, the captain who had first taken the MacLean brothers sealing in the
similarly named City of San Diego. Seizing the vessel, Abbey found more than five hundred
sealskins in its hold. He attached a tow rope, then hauled the San Diego 270 miles southeast to
Unalaska, on the Aleutian chain. By the time he returned to the Pribilofs, it was late July. The
rookeries were disbanding, and the matkas, beachmasters, and bachelors were all taking to the
water, as was their habit, making them prime pickings for the pirates.Among the pelagic fleet,
word spread that the Corwin was again in the vicinity. But with so many seals in the water, the
pirates were disinclined to disperse. Perhaps more for Alex MacLean than the rest, there was
sport in eluding capture. He did, however, take the precaution of transferring five hundred
sealskins from the ship he was commanding, the Favorite, to the Onward, another vessel in
which he was part-owner. In the meantime, Abbey nabbed two butcher boats belonging to the
Thornton. He seized the mother ship and attached a tow rope. With the Thornton in tow, Abbey
apprehended four more butcher boats within a half-hour. A short time later, he seized the ship
that had launched them, the Carolena.Towing both the Thornton and the Carolena, Abbey
searched in the long summer twilight for additional offenders. A third vessel eluded him, as did a
fourth. The Onward, owned in part by Alex MacLean, had no such luck. Shortly before 5 a.m.,
Abbey boarded the vessel. As before, MacLean was one step ahead, having transferred pelts
this time from the Onward back to the Favorite so that only four hundred pelts remained in the
hold. But by Abbey’s orders, four hundred pelts were four hundred too many, so he tied up the



Onward behind the Carolena and the Thornton.Engines churning out steam, the Corwin
chugged toward Sitka, some 1,200 miles to the southeast, where Abbey intended to turn the
three pirate ships over to US authorities. He may not have realized that he and the officials who
had dispatched him were on a collision course with history. The ships he was towing had sailed
from Victoria. Outside Canadian waters, Great Britain had jurisdiction over them. Tensions
between the United States and Britain were already simmering, and Abbey’s success with the
pirates was about to aggravate the situation.THREEPORTRAIT OF THE ARTIST AS A
MEGATHERIUMFOR SIX-YEAR-OLD FRANK ELLIOTT III, a train trip with his father was a
grand adventure. Traveling from Cleveland to Pittsburgh in 1886, they rode in the train’s parlor
car. In Pittsburgh, Frank swung a lunch basket at his side as he trotted beside his father,
crossing the station to board the train that would carry them to Washington overnight. In the
sleeping car, he watched in fascination as a porter made up the beds. After climbing into the
lower berth, he promptly fell asleep to the clacking of the wheels.Even more exciting than all of
this was going with his father to the Smithsonian Institution when they reached Washington. His
father spoke of the place often, but for Frank to see its wonders with his own eyes brought pure
amazement. The Smithsonian really did have a castle, just as his father had said. When his
father showed Frank the tiny room where he had slept when he was younger, Frank declared his
desire to sleep in that very same place, all by himself, the way his father had. But his father said
no, it was only the Megatheria—whatever that meant—who got to sleep there, and they were no
more. Instead, Frank and his father returned to the big brick house where they had rented a
room to sleep. They had to be well rested, his father said, because Sunday was going to bring
about more tromping around the city as they called on people his father knew. Important people
—Professor Baird from the Smithsonian, Mrs. Hutchison from the ACC, and some senators too—
so Frank would have to be on his best behavior.When they got back to the big brick house,
Frank had to admit it felt good to stretch his tired legs on the bed. Before drifting off to sleep, he
asked his father again how long three weeks were. Grand adventure or not, he missed his
mother, and maybe even his five sisters. He knew they must be jealous of him getting to go on
their father’s winter campaign. One time, before Frank was born, two of his sisters, Grace and
Flora, had traveled with their mother and father to Alaska, which Frank supposed was even
farther from Ohio than Washington, DC. There, they had visited their mother’s family and seen
the seals their father was forever talking about.But that was years ago, and he doubted his
sisters had seen anything half as exciting as he had today. For one thing, he was pretty sure
there was no Smithsonian in Alaska. The Smithsonian did have in its collection some of Alaska’s
people, maybe even some of Frank’s own ancestors on his mother’s side. Not living people but—
even better—Alaskan mummies. Wrapped in furs and grass blankets, they had been found in a
cave warmed by active fumaroles, which Frank’s father said were steamy openings in the earth
that might one day explode into volcanoes. Frank could have looked at the mummies all day,
especially knowing it was his own father who had arranged for them to be brought to
Washington.Frank found volcanoes and mummies a lot more exciting than the important people



he would meet. Equally exciting were the pirates his father spoke of in grave tones. These pirates
were not searching for buried treasure the way Long John Silver had. They were after seals,
which his father said were a sort of treasure too, because people paid lots of money for sealskin
coats. And his father should know, because no matter where they went in Washington, the talk
always came around to seals, seals, seals.IN 1886, FRANK’S FATHER, HENRY WOOD
ELLIOTT, was the world’s foremost expert on the fur seals of Alaska’s Pribilof Islands. Timed for
when Congress was in session, Elliott’s “winter campaigns,” such as the one young Frank joined
him for, dated back to 1873, the year following Henry’s first foray to the Pribilofs. Of average
height and build, Henry Elliott’s physical presence was unassuming. More notable than his long
face and sturdy chin was his blue-eyed gaze, conveying earnest intent. Talented, good natured,
and passionate in his every pursuit, he was described by friends as irrepressible.
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akdude, “Enlightening and engaging. In this thoroughly researched and captivating book,
Vanasse vividly captures a little-known chapter in northern history in which the United States,
Canada, Great Britain, and Japan nearly waged war over the rights to harvest the fur seals of
Alaska’s Pribilof Islands. While pirates and governments were cruelly slaughtering these
animals, one man, Henry Wood Elliott, fought to save them from extinction. This is the story of
his unlikely crusade and what it cost him. Definitely worth reading.”

Torgny, “Interesting history of the fur seal industry and the inception of wildlife conservation
efforts. Deb Vanasse’s book, Roar of the Sea: Treachery, Obsession, and Alaska's Most
Valuable Wildlife, is a rousing book about the piracy, greed, and, yes, obsession surrounding the
fur seal industry between 1886 and 1930. The book focuses mostly on Alex MacLean, the
inspiration for Jack London’s The Sea Wolf; a cabal of endlessly-greedy American businessmen
(and their purchased pet politicians) intent on squeezing as much money as possible out of fur
seals before the species goes extinct; and, most of all, the selfless efforts of Henry Wood Elliot
to save the fur seals from extinction regardless of the costs to himself and his family. The story
also touches upon a number of U.S. Presidents including Lincoln, Teddy Roosevelt, and Taft;
several U.S. Secretaries of State, Japanese pirates, Russians, the Unangax , and many
others.While the author sometimes goes too far in anthropomorphizing her fur seals, sometimes
seems to fill in blanks with guesses (which she admirably doesn’t try to pass off as fact), and
while I really wish she would have provided some maps and photos, I found her book to be well-
researched and quite interesting, educating me about a slice of history, and the inception of
wildlife conservation efforts, about which I knew little. And she did it in an entertaining
manner.Disclaimer: I did not buy this book, having received an advance copy to review.”

deha, “struggle for survival. 'Roar of the Sea' is an engaging meditation on idealism vs
materialism by Deb Vanasse.Vanasse's well-told tale is a great adventure story, yet it is much
more. Throughout the pages, Vanasse imparts much existentialist philosophy without it ever
seeming forced or extraneous to the storyline. Her trick in doing so lies in the complex
characters, the likes of which I've never before encountered!. Her writing is an awe-inspiring
seafaring tale. It is based on true events about the treachery and double-dealing in the plunder
of the seals by the pirates and privateers.A sailing adventure, a struggle for survival, the waxing
and waning of dominance, personal discovery and growth along with a love story. These are
seamlessly wrapped together and proved to me that 'Roar of the Sea', is a classic worthy of a
revisit or an introduction to Deb Vanasse's great writing.I received this book from the Author for
my honest review.  Love it. I highly recommend this book to everyone.”

The book by Deb Vanasse has a rating of  5 out of 4.6. 3 people have provided feedback.
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